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The Cotton-Exchange Building is a ten-story red-brick and 
limestone office building measuring 65' x 75'.at the base. 
Designed by the architectural firm of Hawk and Parr, the structure 
offers rich and complex ornamental patterns on the north and west 
sides. The ground floor is a series of square openings framed by 
columns of delicately cut limestone and ornamental brick. The 
columns have been slightly altered by the addition of marble slabs 
on the lower four feet of each column. The openings serve as 
display windows or entryways to the building's eight retail and 
service stores.

The middle eight levels are identical, with vertically and 
horizontally aligned rows of windows divided into bays of three 
windows each,' limestone sheathih'g on the spandrels, at each corner, 
and limestone miiibr' engaged-columns extending from the? first flobr 
to the top floor. These columns are decorated with a floral 
pattern at the second level. The top level is sheathed in ornamental 
limestone in floral patterns and a series of simulated torches. The 
intersecting horizontal and vertical elements of the design make the 
structure one of the most visually appealing buildings in Oklahoma 
City.

The south and east sides are functional red-brick without the 
ornamental limestone. The windows on all sides are wooden double- 
hung sashes,-which are in'good condition. The limestone and brick 
are both in excellent condition. The interior of the building has 
been altered'with the various cliaii^es iii'owribrship and'usej
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Cotton-Exchange Building is significant to both Oklahoma 
City and the state due to its historical origins and its architectural 
importance. Built in 1923 during the height of the cotton industry 
in Oklahoma, the structure was .-.'an integral' part of an important 
phase in Oklahoma's development. This historical importance is - 
enhanced by the design of the structure, the accomplishment-of - - 
Hawk and Parr, one of Oklahoma's most prominent architectural firms,

In the words of an agricultural historian, "cotton made a 
permanent imprint on Oklahoma's farm structure." Likewise, the trade 
of cotton through Oklahoma City promoted that city's financial 
development. Cotton had been the major cash crop for Oklahomans 
as early as the 1850s, when Indian planters joined in the creation 
of "King Cotton." After the opening of Oklahoma Territory, the crop 
spread to most counties, gaining in .importance.for- small farmers. 
By 1920 Oklahoma farmers were harvesting more than 1.3 million 
bales per ,year, with more .than ;,£ive rmillion,acres seeded to cotton. 
During these early years of the 1920s, the sale of cotton lint in 
Oklahoma averaged $118,000,000 per year, making cotton the major 
cash crop in the state and placing Oklahoma third in the nation 
among states producing the commodity.

For a state which was predominately agricultural] cotton was 
the most profitable business in Oklahoma.during the early 1920s. 
By 1923 twenty-three cotton companies maintained purchasing officers 
in Oklahoma City, operating from dispersed buildings and offices. 
To centralize this specialized trade, city builder James W. Mann 
announced plans for construction of the Cotton-Exchange Building. 
For the design of his project Mann chose the architectural firm of 
Hawk and Parr, which had gained a reputation with their design of 
the Masonic Temple in Guthrie (on the Register) and the Magnolia 
Petroleum Building in Oklahoma City. Construction began in March 
of 1923 and was completed within the year. The result was an 
ornamental facade and a unique combination of horizontal and vertical 
expression (see description). The building also was designed for 
function. For example, the designers installed huge plate-glass 
skylights in the roof to enable cotton buyers to more accurately 
judge the quality of fiber. Room also was specified for a telegraph 
company in the building, providing buyers with direct communications

(cont. )
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Beginning at. the southeast corner of Robert S. Kerr and Harvey avenues, 
which is 12' northwest of the building, proceed 75 f east along (cont.)
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to national and foreign markets.

Even before construction had been completed, Mann had leased 
all but the first floor to cotton companies. The buildings usefulness 
as a center for the cotton industry was shortlived, however, for 
by 1930 the price of cotton had dropped more than 50% due to a 
combination of record harvests, declining markets, and economic 
depression in foreign markets. In 1929 the building was sold to 
Scott Ferris, a local businessman who sought new tenants to replace 
the diminishing numbers of cotton brokers. During the 1930s tenants 
who had no connection with the cotton trade began moving into the 
Cotton Exchange Building. In 1945 the building was sold again, 
this time to H. E. Leonhardt, a local lumber company owner. Today, 
the structure appears much as it did when it served the cotton trade 
in Oklahoma, a reminder of a past economic boom which meant as much 
as oil or cattle to the city and state.

The building is a monument to the once-important cotton industry 
in Oklahoma City and the state; it also is a monument to a past 
architectural mentality when businessmen combined functionalism, 
efficiency, as well as aesthetic design. The added expenses of 
cut limestone and ornate coirnice once were demanded for buildings 
such as the Cotton-Exchange. Today's demands are for economy. In 
a city which is rapidly being transformed into a forest of glass- 
panelled monoliths, structures such as the Cotton-Exchange are 
welcome visual variations. As such, the Cotton-Exchange Building 
should be preserved.
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the curb to a point parallel with the east face. Then proceed 95' 
south along the face of the building, which abuts with another structure 
to the curb on Couch Drive, which is beyond the building. Then 
proceed 75' west along the curb to the corner of Couch and Harvey, 
which is 10' beyond the southwest corner of the building, Then 
proceed 95' north along the curb to the point of departure.


